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Times Editor Wicker
Concern With Prison
by John Sharp
Tom Wicker, speaking on
prison reform in America
Wednesday, said, "Of all the
social problems in America,
this is one which should be
given sincere concern."
Wicker, the associate editor
of the New York Times, who
has written several books on
the American political scene,
was the only White on the
Attica Observer Committee.
Wicker said that after being
a part of the disturbances at
Attica, he saw two main prob-
lems with the prison system
in America today. "The
criminal justice system in
America is a parcel; it is not
a piecemeal," said Wicker
when he was pointing out that
people tend to look at prison
revolts and problems as in-
dividual problems and not as
representative of the whole
system.
. "Prisoners tend to look
upon themselves as having
been victimized." They see
that their liberty has been
taken away as punishment
for their crime, but there is a
further punishment within the
prisons which they must
suffer the crimes the prison
commits against the prisoner."
Wicker went on to say, "If
we are going to have a move-
ment for prison reform in this
country, we must know what
we mean by this. It does not
mean better custodial care."
Wicker admitted that better
custodial care would be an
aid but that it is not the
whole problem.
"Aside from any of the do- - .
gooder attempts.. .caging men
up like animals doesn't reha-
bilitate their behavior. It
increases it."
Tuition
Frozen
' The student unit fee for
1972-7- 3 remains unchanged
from the present amount, it
was announced this week by
Wooster College President
J. Garber Drushal.
The current package figure
which includes tuition, fees,
room, and board, will again be
$3,621 for the full academic
year covering fall, winter, and
spring quarters.
This decision was reached at
a recent meeting of the Execu-
tive Committee of the Board,
empowered to act on behalf of
the Board.
"It was felt expedient to try
to hold the line this coming
year" said Drushal, "in spite
of steadily rising costs and
the need to adjust salaries and
wages in many cases. This in-
cludes no prediction for the
succeeding year," he pointed
out.
"Prison life increases, not
reduces, crime."
"The whole question of
prison reform seems to be
doing away with the caging
up of men like animals. I am
not saying that we should
abolish prisons, though,"
said Wicker.
Moving on to the economics
of prison reform, Wicker cited .figures of the California Cor-
rectional System. "It costs
California $3,070 a year to
keep a man in prison." Cali-
fornia spends $6,000 for a
young offender each year,
related Wicker.
In New York, they are going
to build a Maximum Maximum
Security prison which will
cost $7.5 million. New York
needs money for hospitals
and schools, said Wicker.
Admitting that he doesn't
know the answer to prison re-
form, Wicker said that much
more attention should be fo-
cused on it.
Lovelies Sought
The winner of the first an-
nual Miss Wayne County
Pageant will represent the
county in the "Miss Ohio"
finals.
Open to girls 18-2- 8, the top
three winners will receive
scholarships, prizes and mer-
chandise. The-non-pro- fit
venture, sponsored by the
Orrville Jaycees and Citizens
to Further Education for Youth,
will be held oh April 29 from
Wilkinson
"We have at the present
time the most repressive Ad-
ministration ever," Frank
Wilkinson, executive direc-
tor of the National Committee"
Against Repressive Legisla-
tion told an audience of 17
people on Monday night.
Speaking in Lean Lecture
Room on "Repressive Legis-
lation," Wilkinson opened in
his address by pointing out
Representative John Ash-broo- k's
role in enacting re-
pressive legislation. Ash-broo- k,
a Republican from
Ohio, authored a bill to es-
tablish a "massive loyalty
security program,"
Wilkinson said.
He also claims that Ash-bro- ok
tried to "perpetuate
and extend the Concentration
Camp Law." He hoped to
enlarge the bill's scope to
cover student activists in
addition to those covered
within its original Cold Warjurisdiction.
Wilkinson feels that the
issue has to be debated. He
suggested that Ashbrook
should "be here to demon-
strate his disregard for the
Bill of Rights."
The National Committee
Against Repressive Legisla-
tion hopes "to abolish in
Expresses
Reform
"It is a myth to think these
men are not coming out. They
are going to come right back
to the communities. They are
coming back to Wooster..."
"In what frame of mind do
you want these men to come
out of these prisons? The
problem, if solved, would
contribute to safety in our
streets and communities.".
"Concluding," said Wicker,
"I agree with Dostoyevsky in
that a society in many ways
should be judged by the way
the society treats it's prison-
ers."
Tom Wicker graduated from
the University of North Caro-
lina in 1948 and became a
reporter for the Winston-Sale- m
Journal in 1951. In 1960 he
worked with the Washington
bureau of the New York Times
and became Associate Editor
in 1968.
Author of six novels, he
wrote JFK-L-B J, The Role of
Personality in American
Politics.
For County Queen
8--10 p.m. in the Edgewood
Junior High Auditorium.
Should the Wayne County
representative win the "Miss
Ohio" finals in August, she
would enter the "Miss Ame-
rica" contest in September.
Entries are now being ac-
cepted and forms are avail-
able at Brown Jewelry, Smith-vil- le
Peddlar, Kauffman Photo
Studios and the Lowry Center
Information Desk.
Decries Repression
quisitorial committees and
repressive laws in pursuit of
First Amendment Principles."
The Committee was original-
ly founded to abolish the
House UnAmerican Activities
Committee, renamed the House
Committee on Internal Secur-
ity.
Never more than 140 votes
the House of Representa-
tives "are ever on our side,"
Wilkinson remarked. The only
recent positive step was the
repeal of the Concentration
Camp Law.
Wilkinson sees the recent
Nixon appointments to the Su-
preme Court as disrupting its
balance. With the addition of
Berger and Blackmun, "he can
point to 20 decisions which
erode the advances of the War-
ren Court." They "are aimed
at minorities and the poor,"
he added.
With the appointments of
Rehnquist and Powell "it
will be even worse," Wilkin--
son predicts.
He then considered the
forced bussing issue. Nixon,
he said, is spending $2.5 bil-
lion to equalize education to
avoid integration and bussing.
The money was appropriated,
he added, by the last Admi-
nistration, but not spent.
Voice welcomes signed let-
ters to the editor and will
even withhold names at the
request of the author. Voice
also offers the opportunity
for students to present their
views on any and all issues
via the Student Opinion Col-
umn. Faculty and administra-
tion are afforded the same
privilege in the Faculty series
column.
All we ask is that the com-
munity adhere to the dead-
line of Monday, 8 p.m., for all
letters and features. Voice
Avant - Garde Glinski:
Journalism Too Objective
A student newspaper cover-
ing "relevant issues" is plan-
ning to publish its first issue
soon, it was disclosed at a
meeting Monday night called
by Mark Glinski.
Glinski said that "nobody
really cares" with the campus
. being largely "apathetic." He
hopes that 'the paper can cor-
rect" this situation.
James Breiner asked Glinski
if he had tried to work through
the Voice. Glinski replied
that he submitted a letter to
the editor which was published
in the March 31 Voice.
Glinski questioned the use of
"A Bad Apple" to head his
letter. He explained that many
students would not recognize
that the headline should be
Nixon's decision to postpone
bussing violates the Supreme
Court's 1954 Brown vs. Board
of Education decision in which
separate but equal educational
facilities were declared un-
constitutional. The decision
was unanimous.
Wilkinson noted that nobody
objected to bussing Black
children 100 miles a day in
Alabama to avoid integrating
"a lilly-whi- te school around
the corner."
The Anti-Ri- ot Act was passed
with inadequate debate in 1968
he charged. Discussion in
the Senate was concerned with
the Fair Housing Act. Sena-
tor Strom Thurmond introduced
the Anti-Ri- ot Act as an amend-
ment to the Housing Bill.
Speakers crossing state lines
Wilkinson observed, can be
arrested for inciting a riot if
a riot, as defined by the Bill,
breaks out. A riot is descri-
bed as "an act of violence, by
one or more persons, who are
part of an assemblage of at
least three" where af fourth
party's property is damaged.
Wilkinson pointed out that
former Attorney General Ram-
sey Clark labeled this bill
"patently unconstitutional."
continued on page six
has been quite lenient on this
policy in the past and has
attempted to print articles
which come in as late as
Wednesday morning. The lax-
ity in the administration of
the deadline policy has re-
sulted in an unnecessary and
increased strain on the printer
and the staff. We therefore
apologize to those whose
articles don't appear this
week and request that all
members of the community
adhere to the Monday, 8 p.m.
deadline.
taken in a sarcastic vein.
He added that as a school
paper the Voice has a stereo-
typed image. He also com-
plained that "journalism is
too objective."
Another student reported that
he had heard that the Voice
was "closed" and that the
editor was strong-wille- d.
Glinski hopes to sell 300
copies at 10f apiece. This
should cover the cost of
printing a four-pa- ge photo-
stated paper.
Tom Woodward asked the
several students present,
"Can you get the writing
material?" .
Glinski responded that stu-
dents could write whatever
interested them. He will
also solicit faculty articles.
The first issue should gen-
erate interest, he said. Stu-
dents do not like to get in-
volved until a venture is
successful. "People are
waiting to jump on a band-
wagon," he remarked.
The unnamed newspaper will
liberally employ graphics and
poetry.
Geof Petch, one of the stu-
dents attending the meeting,
offered several ideas to be
considered for articles. First,
continued on page ix
Mrt. Kokilam Subbiah, artist
from Tamilnodu, India, pres-
ently associated with the Art
Institute in Chicago and the
South Asia Area and Language
Center at the University of
.
Chicago, will present a dem-
onstration en the Art and
Techniques of Batik on Mon-
day, April 10 at 7:30 p.m.
in Lowry Center ballroom.
Everyone is invited to take
odvontoge of this opportunity
to see the craft of Indian batik
explained and demonstrated by
an expert. Mrs. Subbiah will
also be presenting lectures on
the philosophies of South
Indian art forms, and the art
of Tomilnad with a focus on
the religious aspects during
her stay on the compus. Open
to the public.
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Editorial
Campus Council --
A
THE EDITOR
HOPES SOMEDisaster? ONE CM
CAMPUS COUNCIL has become totally ineffective this year...
Instead of directly focusing on issues of student concern, this
council has been an embarrassment to everyone. The evidence
of disorganization has become evident to all of the current
candidates for that office. The Campus Council elections
were originally publicized as occuring today. However, unless
you read a particular sentence in the back of a small mistake-fille-d
article in the Voice, or eaten lunch after 12:00 yesterday,
you may not have even known that there was a PRIMARY yes-
terday. You were not the only one. So few people voted in
that so called primary that today the elections are being RE-HEL- D.
Even this revision only took place after some angry students
demanded to know what was going on. The result is that you --
will be able to vote todayfor a bunch' of strangers that have
not been given an opportunity to talk about the issues in any-
way. This election has become a farce
After todays election is over there has been re-schedu- led a
Second election. No provision had been made for discussion
of the issues in a public forum until one student started to
push for a "TOWN MEETING", to be announced. There the
survivors of this fiasco will have an opportunity to talk about
the issues but today will be popularity contest electioneering
which will prove little. . . or nothing.
This anonymous letter appeared in the dining halls on
Wednesday. While we do not totally agree with i ts contents,
we must take this opportunity to comment on the spirit of the
letter.
These anonymous candidates are justified in their outrage
at Campus Council's embarrassing ineffectiveness. Yet they
have failed to voice their opinions on Council's actions or
even to let you, the students, know where they stand. The
letters to the editor column is the quickest, cheapest way for
candidates to present their platform. Some issues that we
challenge these candidates and the present council to speak
to are:
1. Should student monies be used to finance faculty-administrati- on
events? An example is the payment by HRC of
part of the cost involved in bringing the Detroit Industrial
Mission to Wooster.
2. The Council's system of financial allocation has
proved to be technically unworkable. How should it be re-
formed?
3. What form of student review is provided by Campus
Council when it acts in a manner contrary to the best inter-
ests of the students? Parliamentary procedure deems that
referendum and initiative should be open to the electorate.
Yet Council seems tobe an elected dictatorship which only
provides for demonstration and en masse protest.
Voice had raised these questions both publicly and pri- -.
vately with members of Campus Council. Yet Council has re-
mained steadfast in its convictions. Students have questioned
Council action in recent months; yet Council has chosen to
ignore these objections. If Campus Council wishes to con-
tinue to represent the people, it must be responsible to the
people. n. S.
Cenanentary
Screening Panned
by Stanley Perdue
Coeducational living has pounced upon us with the
strength and roar of a mouse. I would assume for prac-
tical reasons that the mousey attitude is necessary.
Westminster living-learnin- g center will be Wooster's first
legal coeducational encounter. The program for the house
is supposed to exemplify liberalism with a touch of con-
servatism to add spice to its unprecedented achievement.
Applications are now being accepted and reviewed by a
committee designated to screen-o- ut all undesirables. My
question would be: "Who or what is desirable?" It
would be evident with Westminster's racial obligations
that they would also be screening racially undesirable
individuals. The screening committee, I hope, is capable
of such screening. Sharpened pencils and a scratch pad
is not enough to review individuals, that is if reviewingis necessary. I also would hope that the committee will
not establish a group of perfectly compatible individuals
with the aim of saying at the end of the year, "look
trustees, see how well we have done." With this type of
goal in mind I can assure you success in the eyes of the
trustees. But ask yourself this question: "Are you will-
ing to live with the knowledge that the program was a flop
and the trustees thinking it was successful?" Pull down
continued on page 4
Lib Schedule Changes Vexing
To the Editor,
Last Saturday morning, around 11:00 A.M.
I decided to carry some books over to the
Andrews Library, spurred on by an unusual
and rather impromptu urge to begin my work,
particularly I.S. When I arrived at the library,
I noticed a sign on the door which said that
based on a recent student poll, hours of ser-
vice had been changed, consequently all floors
of the library would not be open until 1:00
P.M. After muttering a few choice obscenities
to myself, I gathered my books and carried
them ovet to the union, waiting there until I
could get into the library.
Though this change in schedule may rep-
resent on the surface a small inconvenience
to just one student, further introspection into
the facts of the matter indicate that it is rep-
resentative of a larger problem. This is theparadoxical situation that exists between at-
tempts by the library staff to provide better
service through frequent changes and the all
too frequent result of a significant number of
students being inconvenienced by such
changes.
While it is apparent that quite a number of
Wooster students, including myself do not
know how to maximize the services and re-
sources that the library provides, it is also
apparent that the library through frequent
changes in schedule and arrangement of mater-
ials has at times retarded this "get acquainted"
process. The library claims that the new
schedule is the result of a student poll. I for .
one knew of no such poll, and even if the re-
sults of such a poll were significant, not
enough advance notice of the proposed changes
were given. The library has been in the past,
through no fault of the present staff, notorious
as a place to socialize. In the present, this
problem is aggravated by the fact many stu-
dents, unable to find the materials that they
want, having been unable to keep up with what-
ever change the library has made, get frus-
trated and resort to socializing with someone
who is in the same predicament. Changes in
library hours and organization of materials
are unquestionably necessary, providing in the
long run they do not greatly inconvenience
the students, and provided such changes are
the result of rational thought and planning, not
some Malthusian inclination.
Arthur McCombs
VOICE Is Aiding And Abetting
I object strongly to the publication of the
ad for Educational Research, Inc. on p. 3 of
the March 31 issue of VOICE. Outfits like
this contravenein practice and in spirit
everything the Code of Academic Integrity
stands for. You are aware, I am sure, that
more than one termpaper writing company faces
prosecution. VOICE can find other and more
appropriate sources of advertising revenue.
R. G. McCall
Poor Pledges Oppressed
It was a cool night The "prisoners" wereled on to the field under the shouts of their ,
elite masters. Once outside the men were de-
humanized with words and profanity and beaten
with hands and feet as they were dragged
across the field. A quietly appalled group of
spectators could only shake their heads and
walk awav.
Another sad story from Bangla Desh? No
my friends; it is a scene from our own Woo U.
Hell Week is with us again. The Sections are
bringing all of their army helmets, paddles,
eggs, molasses, and animal-lik-e natures out of
storage. This paraph en alia of "Brotherhood"
is then used on that poor unsuspecting group
of freshmen who would rather submit themselves
to physical and mental punishment rather than
face the role of that "creature" known as the
independent.
Surely I will be criticized for saying this.
The Voice will be characterized as .anti-Secti- on
for printing it. And the Sections will tell
me that I don't understand what is really hap-
pening. These may well be fair criticisms.All I ask is that the Sections, both their
actives and their pledges, look at their activ-ities this week objectively and say it truly
serves the best purpose for the "Brotherhood"
of Sections and the Campus Community as a
whole.
Dick Mahoney
Initiation Nears Final Phase
The Sections will be active
this weekend with the final
phase of the Initiation period.
The weekend session begins
tonight at 7:00 p.m. and must
be concluded by Sunday at
5 a.m.
Only six of the eight Sec-
tions are participating. Third
and Eighth expressed the de-
sire to the Inter-Secti-on Coun-
cil last quarter that they not - --
be included.
Being a new organization
this year, ISC has been pro-
ceeding with a different format
for evaluation of the Initiation
period. In place of a separate
Evaluation Committee as in the
past, ISC will conduct its own
evaluation session next week
and submit a report to Campus
Council.
Faculty and administration
observers are to play an im-
portant role in the ISC evalu-
ation, but the response to an
invitation by the ISC for ob-
servers has been sparse.
"We were hoping to have a
strong input from the faculty
to help objectify our conclu-
sions," said ISC chairman
Dave Berkey, "but only two of
the faculty said they could
participate."
The regulations for the week
were drawn up by ISC and its
advisor, Jim Hyman, and were
approved by Campus Council.
Adherence to these rules will
play an important part in the
evaluation and violations are
subject to rulings by the Ju-
dicial Board.
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WhatEver Happened To FemaleMale? Convention FoTCCS Mobilize
by Chuc
For those of you who were unable to get into Mss. Wash-
burn and Vilardi's 399 Seminar last quarter or searched fran-
tically (and unsuccessfully) trying to locate the same class
this term or for that matter all those curiousinterested con-
cerned, this article comes as an epilogue to one of the great
experiments in Wooster's history. The whole subject of
teachinglearning something as revolutionary as raising
sexual role consciousness is difficult to envision as well as
being controversial. Nevertheless FemaleMale got off the
ground and into the course catalogue.
Looking back I have mixed feelings about the class. It
would seem two groups of twelve students (half male - half
female - excuse the Jungian slip --) a dozen books and a
relevant (!!!) subject would turn a lot of people on and in many
ways it did, but at times I felt this meeting of the minds was --
completely unrelated to the women's movement and even the
masculinefeminine emphasis:
Early in the momin
before you eat your breakfast .
ya gotta get down
ya gotta get down.
If super cool ain't your pleasure
and ya wanna find some thin better
ya gotta get down
ya gotta get down.
from the album
All Day Music
In my opinion women's liberation is a personal movement
If FemaleMale failed in any way it was for lack of "getting
down". I mean it's nice to learn: "This statement of
psychological polytheism is the necessary preamble to an
evocation of Dionysus. To evoke him alone and to stand
solely in tnat consciousness which he permeates would be to
commit the error of Nietzche, who took one God and laid it all
at his feet, thus perpetuating despite his intention the tradi-
tion he tried to leave." James Hillman
"First Adam, then Eve."
But what does that have to do with the Holden-Compton-Wag- ner
Card System? And if the answer is nothing then which
is more important (important or pertinent you ask? A bit of each
I say.)
If one takes the "organization" of the movement as an ex-
ample - small sects of-housewive- s, students, senior citizens
meeting communally to rap about their particular situations-jieed- s
- then perhaps my point is clearer. Granted some philo-
sophyhistorytheory is required and the course provided this
foundation material excelentamente, but applicability is neces-
sary also. I just wish instead of confining our own opinions
to respective journals and projects that my classmates and I
had made more of an effort to bring the "everyday" every day.
When I talked with Penelope, she wondered whether the
trust necessary for personal sharing can be achieved in a
classroom (especially with a topic like sex roles in society).
For lack of common ground or fear of exposurerejection many
people refused to open up, resulting in the kind of scene des- - --
cribed in this (on the spot) journal entry:
Deb is making all these contorted glances in the direction
of the gym. Dave keeps getting more and more involved with
what Penelope keeps illustrating while the other Dave who is
supposed to be leading this dialogue is watching Juno's footjiggle against one of those blue chairs.
Jane: "By saying that you aren't narrowing our definition
of passion to lust?"
Teresa: "No."
That was FemaleMale at its worst, when the intellectual-is- m
got a little "over". However, because the class isn't
being offered again all those "changes and corrections"
sheets that we handed in stapled to our projects are worthless,
. that is unless the course is offered at some later date. And
get to this! All the time Mss. Washburn and Vilardi put into
Male Female was their own, above and beyond their regular
class loads. So in order for the course to become a regular part
of the curriculum it must attain something other than a 399
status (eg. a soc course).
It would be a big mistake if Wooster's first try at Women s
studies was also its last. For the feminist issue is a reality-(th- e
equal rights amendment needs only state ratification to
the draft will bemake it law, that means everything including
open to women!). Let's not wait till then to wonder what ever
happened to FemaleMale.
((3(3I1S1:o cno
Preparations for Wooster's
Mock Democratic Nominating
Convention picked up momen-
tum this week with the first
registration of state chairmen,
campaign chairmen, and con-
vention delegates. The plan-
ning committee, meanwhile,
moves forward with the paper-
work and physical arrange-
ments for the convention,
which will be held in Sever-
ance Gymnasium on Saturday,
April 29.
The tentative agenda for
the mock convention begins
with a keynote address Satur-
day morning. The afternoon
session will be primarily de-- .
voted to discussion of a Dem-
ocratic party platform. The
final session Saturday even-
ing promises to be one of the
most exciting nomination ses-
sions held at this college,
with a vigorous battle expect-
ed between already-mobiliz- ed
forces for several Democratic
candidates. The day of polit-
ical activity and convention
hoopla will reach its climax
as Wooster nominates its can-
didates for Democratic candi-
dates for president and vice-preside- nt.
Many factors make this, an
especially exciting and mean-
ingful experience for Wooster
students this year. As always,
this mock convention is the
only event of its kind in a
student's four years at Woo-
ster, simply because it happens
only once every four years.
It is a rare chance for politi-
cal involvement.
Secondly, the convention
will take place less than one.
week before the Ohio presi-
dential primary. Not only does
it provide an opportunity to
get acquainted with the can-
didates and issues, especial-
ly for candidates who are not
politically oriented, but it will
be widely publicized by the
media. Student conventions
have been known to influence
public voting patterns.
Also significant are the 18-year-- old
vote, which means
campaigners will have an op-
portunity to sway voters on
campus as well, and the fact
that the Democratic party race
is expected to be close.
Therefore, each candidate
will have a chance; the re
suits are not predetermined.
Although the chairmanships --
of all state delegations have
already been filled this week,
most delegations have not
.
reached their full quota of
delegates. The delegations
of Maryland and Virginia have
been reserved for those who
want to play in the pep band;
anyone interested is encour-
aged to contact Colvin Bear
or sign up at the registration
table, which will be set up in
Kittredge tonight.
This week will probably be
the only week of open regis-
tration. If a student wishes
to represent a certain state, or
o
SPAGHETTI - RAVIOLI
764 PITTSBURGH AVENUE WOOSTER, OHIO
Ffccna 262-71- 35
simply to participate as a
delegate, he should contact
one of the state chairmen be-
low. States not listed have
already been filled.
State Chairmen
Alaska-To- m Woodward
Arkansas-Charl- es Sakryd
California-Dav- e Berkey
Colorado-Ke- n Shafer
Connecticut-Jac- k Bryar
District of Columbia-Ro- n
Pinchback
Delaware-Bruc- e Johnson
Florida-Jonath- an Hull
Georgia-Jo- e Giglierano
Hawaii-Ralp-h Blevins
Idaho-Dic- k Kuhn
Illinois-Joh- n Browder
Indiana-Kare- n Bunning
Iowa-Sus- an Sullivan
Kansas-Je- ff Bergin
Kentucky-Jac- k Simmons
Louisiana-Marily- n Williams
Maine-Mar- y Lou Dunn
Massachusetts-Bruc- e Spratley
Michigan-Rona- ld Rutter
Minnesota-Davi-d Johnston
Mississippi-Jo-e Strejnowski
Missouri-Bi- ll Andreen
Montana-Chery- li Fountain
Nebraska-Bruc- e Arnold
Nevada-To- m Burns
New Hamshire-Stephe-n
Heilakka
New Jersey-Jac-k Stetson
New Mexico-Barb- ra Scriuner
New York-Rog- er Trimm
North Carolina-Ji- m Bird
North Dakota-Mar- k Bullock
Ohio-Ia- n McGregor
Oregon-Ph- il Hunter
Pennsylvania-Ric- k Rembold
Rhode Island-Tere- sa Reznor
South Carolina-Pa- ul Raymond
South Dakota-Chuc- k Ferguson
Tennessee-Bo- b Hetherington
Texas-Ji- m Austin
Utah-Lesl- ey Brown
Washington-Bo- b Newman
West Virginia-A-l Millikan
Wisconsin-Clev-e Ricksecker
Canal Zone-Da-ve Gibian
Virgin Islands-To- m Kirkman
Campaign managers are still
needed for Hubert Humphrey,
Henry Jackson, Eugene Mc-
Carthy, Wilbur Mills, and Sam
Yorty. Any student wishing to
campaign for any of these can-
didates or to work with the
Chisholm, Lindsay, McGovern,
Muskie, or Wallace campaigns
are urged to sign up or come
to one of the announced Con-
vention Committee meetings.
The Committee also welcomes
anyone interested in working
on physical arrangements,
credentials, and secretarial
work.
Students get a warm welcome
when they open aThriftiCheck account
if Wm c'ml --is. : A
We really turn it on for students who open a
MM
Personal Checking Account
You'll find you don't need much money to open your.Thriftl-Chec- k
account a few dollars will do the trick. You don't
need much time, either there's no red tape.
You'll get, free, a rather splendid checkbook cover In the
colors of your college, stamped with the college emblem.
You can keep whatever amount is handy in your account
no fixed balance needed.
Open a low-co- st ThriftiCheck account soon. We will be glad
to see you, and we'll try to make your financial life more
pleasant.
The Vayno County Natl. Dank
"THREE CONVENIENT LOCATIONS"
CLEVELAND-B- E ALL OFFICE
Oppit ttw festal
BOWMAN STREET, OFFICE
804 E. St.
MAIN OFFICE
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MORE ON
Co-e- d Housing
continued from page 2
some of that self-destroyi- ng pride and say, "NO."
Concerned students and faculty will agree with me
that a number of problems will-- arise from the Westminster
program. Some obvious and some not so obvious. My
goal is to see that those obvious pitholes should be al-
leviated before the program starts. One very obvious pit-ho- le
Westminster will run into, is its exclusion from the
rest of the campus community. If I read the leaflet senty
out on Westminster last quarter correctly, the people in
the house were to find themselves and upon arrival at
this destination be a very desirable and necessary part
of the community. The idea is a fine one but too often
ideas lack practical force when put into operation unless
the practicalities have been worked out along with the
ideas. Some piercing questions follow from this: "How
long will it take for the HOUSE to find itself?" "Why
say you will be a desirable part of the college community
if you are skeptical about finding yourself?" "What is
finding yourself?" "Are you more capable of responding
to questions with rhetoric?" Very piercing questions
indeed.
Coeducational living and learning can be a very val-
uable program if approached with the right attitude. Us-
ually when parents think of coeducation, sex comes to
mind. We are obligated to change this idea because we
are something more than sex mongers. Reevaluate your
ideas and goals of coeducation to see if you come up
with more responsive programs. Responsible to students,
trustees, parents and "friends of the College."
Free Radio Busted
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. (CPS- )-
The voice of "Radio Free
Nap town" has been stilled
permanently by the' Federal
Communications Commission,
with the arrest last Saturday
of seven young men on charges
of operating an illegal radio
transmitter.
The station had operated
for more than five years on
MINGLEWOOD
BEER ICE WINE
E South at Prana Railroad
7 tale
11:00 - 10:00 Weekdays
11:00 - 11:00 Friday & Sat.
Come on down We'll be
glad to aee you.
vmsr
fpaaalaMaaftae.
FC3 AIQ
fiEHRVATlOUS
TKl SMOOTH mm WAT
264-98- 99
IVoi
Experiment I
AM and FM frequencies,
broadcasting hard, acid-roc- k
music
Two FCC officers from
Chicago, searched the area
for several hours with radio
detection cars, and with as-
sistance from local law en-
forcement officers, raided the
station at 6:30 in the morning.
Five young women found in
the house were released be-
cause no female voices were
heard on the air and because
the officers doubted, that the
women would have the tech-
nical know-ho- w to operate
the radio equipment.
If convicted, the seven men
face a possible maximum fine
of $10,000 andor one year injail.
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A GREATo EMPLOYMENT
o
o AREA AUDITION
o Akron, OhioSaturday, April 15
The University of Akronb John S. Knight AuditoriumInterviews 1:00 P.M.
-- Auditions 3:00 P.M.b
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O lson's Prints, Drawings Shown
Currently on display in
Frick Art Center until April
14, is an exhibition of
drawings and relief-prin-ts
by George Olson, a professor
in the art department. The
prints are particularly inter-
esting since they were made
from salvaged pieces of ma-
chinery and wood - junk, if
you will. Mr. Olson does not
see these cast-of- f items as
worthless, and, in fact, he
avows a certain affection for
them. "I guess it's some-
thing like feeling for the
underdog," he said. "These
objects have a certain integ-
rity to them, since they have
served their intended purposes
They do not pretend to be any --
thing more than they are." He
feels that the real junk is not
what is in the junkyard, but
rather it is the flimsily and
poorly-mad-e consumer goods
which make the pretense of
being able to do much more
than they ever will do.
Mr. Olson sees his role as
being to respond to the ob-jects around him and to at-
tempt to redesign them in
ways whi ch will give them
a new definition and meaning.
"Not just these art works,
but everything I do seems to
be reworking a thing into
something else." He also takes
great interest in the things
which others such as the
Trinidad Steel Band have
done along these lines.
It wasn't until 1970 that he
began making prints, after
the possibilities for express-
ing his ideas through draw-
ings began to be exhausted.
Encouraged by his colleagues
he tried a woodcut which was
made from a discarded shelf
of the old library. "Then I
began to think, if discarded
YD
POINT
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INTERVIEWS
SUMMER
OPPORTUNITY
WRITE:
CEDAR POINT
LIVE SHOW DEPT.
SANDUSKY.
OHIO 44870
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wood can be used for prints,
why not other discarded ob-jects," he said. The gas-
kets, sprockets, washers and
other machine parts whose
inked impressions form the
basis of the prints are the
realization of that idea.
When we see these familiar
forms as they are arranged in
the prints, we are forced to
think of the objects which the
forms represent in new ways
and consider the new rela-
tionships between them. The
angular, off-balan- ce relation-
ships between the forms in
some of the prints like Top-for- d
II make the parts seem
about to go in motion again
with the energy provided by
the artist, not gasoline. The
angular forms of color made
by the wood block seem to
push out into the white field
of most of the prints. . This
movement outward is not
frenetic, however, since the
colored forms are fairly mas-
sive and because the circu-
lar forms of the gears and
sprockets offer a continuity
and constancy to which the
eye can return. Any motion
that the circular forms sug-
gest is usually around and
around within the darkened
fields of the print. Thus the
prints seem to suggest a
world of motion with expan-
sion, contraction, and con-
stant reordering from within --
yet "all at a fairly moderate
.pace. However, the expansive
urge we sense in the prints
suggests something beyond
the work itself, a suggestion
which also seems to be made
by the heaps of objects in
Ann awan and Decca 3 which
trail off endlessly into an im
Fresh homegrown pants by
Mr d r
are available at
rS
I
OWZH 10a.m. - Mon.
penetrable darkness. What is
to become of these things is
a mystery which the artist
tries to understand by making
them into something by him-
self. Perhaps Richard Wilbur
aids us in understanding the
world of these prints in a
selection from his poem,
"Junk":
The sun shall glory
in the glitter of glass-chip- s,
Forseeing the salvage
of the prisoned sand,
And the blistering paint
peel off in patches,
That the good grain
be discovered again.
Then burnt, bulldozed,
they shall be buried
To the depths of diamonds,
in the making dark
Where halt Hephaestus
keeps his hammer
And WaylancPs work
is worn away.
(CPS) Blacks are expected
to increase their representa-
tion in the Alabama Legisla-
ture from two to about 25
(there are 140 legislators) as
the result of a recent victory
by the ACLU Foundation and
the Southern Poverty Law
Center.
A three-jud- ge federal court
said each legislative district
must be represented by a sin-
gle member, and constructed
new legislative districts ac-
cording to those used in tak-
ing the decennial population
count. The traditional politi-
cal boundaries, based on
county lines, created some
huge urban districts that were
represented by as many as 20
members, who were elected at
large.
JN
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Cznpas Council
and Racism?Subcommittee Discusses Visitation Honesty
Noon to 3 aum. on Friday and
Saturday were the visitation
hours proposed by the Social
Code Subcommittee on Campus
Council at Tuesday's session.
The Subcommittee, chaired by
Jack Simmons, is also com-
posed of Doris Coster and John
Van Wagoner. They presented
their recommendations for re-
vising the College Code of
Conduct. . Council did not act
on the suggestions this week.
Jack Simmons admitted that
the Subcommittee "was a little
delinquent" in preparing the
report. He attributed some of
the difficulty to Council's
failure to provide direction.
The Subcommittee proposes
to cut the sentence, "The
College believes that such
concern (for male-fema- le re-
lationships), when properly
understood, must by defini-
tion exclude irresponsible
sexual behavior."
More power will be given to
hall councils if the Subcom-
mittee's recommendations are
adopted, Jack Simmons said.
Their suggestions would ex-
pand the role of hall councils
in the judicial process.
A Coordinate Council to try
infractions involving students
of different living units was
also proposed. Defendents
would thus be tried together in
this Council instead of indi-
vidual hall council courts.
Visitation would remain noon
through midnight on Sunday
through Thursday. On Friday
and Saturday, however, the
hours would be extended from
Kielbowicz's Kitchen Koroer
1 to 3 am. Coincidently,
visitation ends at 1 am.
"There is no place to go,"
Simmons observed.
Under the proposed plan each
living unit would just file a
statement of purpose in lieu of
an individual social code.
Council would not review these
statements.
Doris Coster asked, "What
will we do if a unit fails to
comply?" Simmons felt that
Council should prescribe what
action would be taken if a
unit fails to comply with the
College Code of Conduct.
Council, Coster suggested,
could prevent the offending
unit from organizing social
activities through the facili-
ties coordinator.
Jim Hyman remarked that he
failed to see the need for any-
thing other than a statement of
the judicial procedures of the
unit. He said that Council was
"superimposing values" on
others. "The day of the docu-
ment is over," he added. He
posed the question, "Why put a
statement on paper if Council
is not going to use it in any
constructive way?"
Hyman recognized that the
preamble and specifics of the
present College Code of Con-
duct were in contradiction.
He's had a "sour experience"
reviewing the racial clauses
this year, too.
Jim Turner feels that "there
is value for the people' who
write the codes." Hyman con-
tends that only a few would be
involved in formulating a
Cheese Cake Makes Day Special
Any special day is the right day to make a lemon cheese cake.
2
1
V
Lemon Cheese Cake
cups graham cracker 1
crumbs V2
tablespoons sugar
cup margarine, melted ' 2
pound small curd creamed Vz
cottage cheese yA
cup corn starch 1
eggs, separated
cup sugar
teaspoons grated lemon
rind
tablespoons lemon Juice
teaspoon vanilla
teaspoon salt
cup heavy cream,
whipped
Grease 9 inch spring form pan. Mix together crumbs, 2 table-
spoons sugar and margarine. Reserve 1 tablespoonful of mix-
ture. Press remaining crumb mixture onto bottom and sides of
prepared pan. Bake in a 325 degree F. (slow) oven 5 minutes.
Cool. Press cottage cheese through strainer twice. Add corn
starch and beat with spoon until fluffy. Beat egg yolks; add 4
cup sugar and beat until thick. Mix in lemon rind, juice, vanilla
and salt. Fold in cheese mixture; then whipped cream. Beat egg
whites until stiff adding remaining cup sugar during beating
process. Fold into cheese mixture gently, but thoroughly. Pour --
into pan. Sprinkle with reserved crumbs. Bake in a 325 degree
F. (slow) oven 1 hour, lurn off oven leaving cake in oven 45
minutes longer. Cool completely and remove from pan. Makes
6 to 8 servings.
Serve German Style Goulash
statement of purpose.
Council Chairman Glenn
Bucher read a letter from Pub-
lications Committee Chairman
Larry Stewart. The Committee,
the letter read, moved to sug-
gest to Council that the pres-
ent Publications Committee
structure be maintained. An
advisory board, the letter con-
tinued, composed of the Pub-
lications Committee minus
the three editors, three stu--
dents elected at large and a
professional journalist should
be amended to the Constitu-
tion.
Bucher. remarked to Tom
Woodward, Thistle editor, that
the Publications Committee
did not "take a stand" until
after Council adopted a docu-
ment. Woodward said that the
Committee was not presented
with a concrete plan. Also,
the Committee action was an
implicit acceptance of the
existing organization.
Council put the considera-
tion of the Publication Com-
mittee's recommendations on
next week's agenda.
Council referred the funding
of Intramural (IM) trophies to
SGA. They also adopted a
motion encouraging the
Physical Education Depart-
ment to assume the complete .
responsibility for IM.
A decision to permit Fifth
Section to adopt a dog as their
mascot, letting him live in the
dorm, was also deferred until
next week.
2 tablespoons corn starch
2 tablespoons water
Heat corn oil in large skillet. Add beef and onions Cook over
medium heat, browning beet on all sides Dissolve bouillon
cubes in boiling water and pour over meat mixture. Add sugar,
salt, thyme, pepper and bay leaf. Cover and simmer 36 minutes
Add' turnip and carrot and simmer, covered. 35 minutes or until
meat is tender. Pour in wine. Mix corn starch and water and
gradually stir into goulash. Bring to a boil and boil 1 minute,
stirring constantly. Makes 4 servings
Chocolate Oatmeal In An Instant
- 1
There's a new hot 'n hearty breakfast food that has arrivedjust in time for cold winter mornings. Instant Quaker Oatmeal
with Chocolate Flavor combines the nutty flavor of oatmeal
with the chocolatly goodness of cocoa for a fun to eat breakfast
treat.
Its sweet chocolate flavor is especially appealing to young-
sters; Its convenience makes it a favorite for busy moms. In
fact, preparation is so easy, everyone can "cook" his own right
at the table. Just empty a serving-size- d packet into a bowl, add
about cup boiling water and stir.
Serve the hot. steaming oatmeal with milk or cream. Try it,
too. topped with coconut, ice cream, raisins, sliced bananas
nutmeats or create your own combination. For a well bal-
anced breakfast, complete the menu with orange Juice, buttered
toast and milk or coffee.
It's good to know that this fun-flavore- d oatmeal has hearty
nourishment. A 1 --ounce packet ( cup cooked oatmeal) con-
tains 191 calories and supplies the following percentages of min-
imum daily requirements: thiamine - 15. phosphorus - 14'o and
iron - 10i.
Sir:
Last week, Voice ran an advertisement offering the ser-
vices of Educational Research, Inc., a firm that sells term
papers to students who wish to present another's work as their
own. I feel that Voice's decision to run such an ad was in er-
ror and that Voice should avoid this particular source of income
in future.
Accepting money implies somewhat more than accepting
words. In the latter case, as in Voice's letters column or
guest editorials, printing an opinion, does not in any way imply
the newspaper's endorsement. But in the former case, Voice
endorses the legitimacy of the enterprise by doing business
with it the more so since Voice is not starving to death.
Quite apart from the uncomfortable fact that Educational
Research, Inc. can make money only, from Wooster students who
violate the College's Code of Academic Integrity, such en-
dorsement is out of place in a newspaper with any pretentions
of its own to integrity. Such firms capitalize upon students'
dishonesty. Honesty, though a word out of favor in the hurly-bur- ly
world of business, is a necessary prerequisite to, for
example, the elimination of racisma cause Voice has long
supported. If we reject honesty as a valued principle of be-
havior, we can say all the high-soundi- ng things we wish about
the ugliness of racism but can do what we please to the con-
traryparticularly if there's any money in it.
Voice's accepting money from Educational Research, Inc.
is at worst hypocrisy; at best, greed.
Sincerely, Peter L. Havholm
English Dept.
Current Issues Committee will present
Ruth Jarmul, speaking on "Morality and Invest-
ments" Monday, April 10 at 8 p.m. in Mateer
Auditorium.
Ruth Jarmul is an associate of the Corpor-
ate Information Center of the National Council
of the Churches of Christ based in New York
City. She is also the Editor of The Corporate
Examiner. Through her post on the Corporate
Information Center, she acts as a consultant
and resource person to various groups who are
concerned with the racial and war policies of
the corporations in which their institutions'
money is being invested and the moral and
social responsibilities of institutions in
' -
--
.
Connoisseurs - Cook Up These Culinary Delights
Gaertner Style Goulash is the German version of Hungary s
famous hearty stew. The word. "Gaertner." means "gardener"
and. appropriately, this goulash includes some of the gardener s
produce onions, carrots and turnips.
iA cup corn oil
1 pound stewing beef, cut
in 1-in- ch cubes
2 medium onions, diced
2 beef bouillon cubes
2 cups boiling water
1 teaspoon sugar
teaspoon salt
Gaertner Style Goulash
yz teaspoon crushed thyme
leave
a teaspoon pepper
1 bay leaf
1 cup pared diced turnip
1 large carrot, pared,
cut in strips
i cup white wine
TV v i
Step-Savin- g Trio
I If LwI IV ItifE
4 cups corn flakes or
1 cup packaged corn flake
crumbs
1 egg
34 cup milk
1 1
V
L "u . ,- -1
For tight meal schedules. Kay Kellogg recommends serving
Easy Meatballs. This hearty entree is prepared using a trio of
step saving ingredients including com flake crumbs, an econ-
omical binder and extender for many ground meat main dishes
Packaged spaghetti sauce mix is used as a seasoning for the
meatballs and in combination with canned gravy to make a
savory -- mushroom sauce. While the meatballs are baking, there
is ample time to prepare accompaniments such as hot fluffy
rice, buttered noodles or mashed potatoes and a simple green
vegetable.
A helpful shopping tip two pounds ground meals packaged
for meat loaf, often available in supermarkets, may be substitu
ted for the beef . pork and veal.
EASY MEATBALLS
1 I'j-oz- . pkg. dry spaghetti
sauce mix
I lb. ground beef
Vt lb. ground pork
'j lb. ground veal
IO'j oi. cans iZ'z cups I mushroom gravy
1. If corn flakes are used, measure: crush into fine crumbs.
2. Place corn flakes crumbs, egg. milk and '4 package spaghetti
sauce mix In mixing bowl; beat well. Add ground meats; mix
only until combined Shape rounded measuring tablespoonfuls of
ground meat mixture Into balls. Place In single layer in foil lined
baking pan.
3 Bake in moderate oven (375F.) about 30 minutes or until
well browned: remove from oven.
4. Meanwhile, in small mixing bowl, stir together gravy and
remaining Vfc package spaghetti sauce mix; pour evenly over
meatballs.
5. Return meatballs to oven for about IS minutes or until sauce
is thoroughly heated.
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Liberal Elements Threaten Justice Oberlin Confronts CIA
To the people of this com-
munity:
On the 29th of March, 1972,
Judge Eberhart dismissed
charges in a case of assault and
battery. The City of Wooster vs.
Jerry Waters. The case was
dismissed "due to hack of
evidence."
The court was full of witnesses
to the assault, in which a club
was used, yet none of these
witnesses were called. The
victim was the only one to take
the stand. He was clubbed from
behind by a spectator in what
started as a scuffle between two
players.
These facts were known by all
prior to the trial, but when the
trial was started, the victim was
merely asked whether he had
seen Waters hit him, and since he
was attacked from behind, be
could hardly have seen the at-
tack, even though a hundred
others had. Because of this one
fact the case was dismissed.
The prosecutor obviously
didn't have the victim's interest
in mind, or he is merely an in-
competent lawyer. The judge
was rumored to have been visited
by one of the deans of the college,
MORE ON
Repressive
continued from page 1
Wilkinson also decried the
use of FBI agents as "agents
provocateur", citing "a clas
sical example in Washington
State." A man planted by the
FBI supplied the group he was
surveiling with materials for
molotov cocktails, guns and
purchased LSD, speed, mes-
caline, methedrine and mar-
ihuana with FBI funds and
consent.
A "Serve the people, stop
the pigs" bumper sticker was
paid for by the FBI so that
their agent could win the con-
fidence of the group he was
infiltrating.
A complete xeroxed set of the
stolen Media, Pennsylvania
FBI files are in his possession
Wilkinson disci csed. They re-
veal that 40 percent of their
work is done with "agent pro-
vocateurs."
Before opening for questions,
Wilkinson commented "that
after a full and free debate
there is not one fact here that
won't stand up."
The conspiracy statute, his-
torically, has been used when
MORE ON
Glinski
continued from page 1
he suggested, someone could
look into the "firing of Profes-
sor Norton last year."
Also, he thought the paper
should investigate the reason
for stopping the'recycling of
trash paper from Lowry Center.
Petch noted that unsigned tw.
tides would enable writers,
especially faculty members, to
contribute more freely.
Other students attending the
first meeting in Douglass
Lounge at 8 p.m. on Monday
were: Eric Christensen, Tom
Has apes, Fred Mifflin, AT
Millikan, Dick Stoltz and Roy
Thomas.
who did not want the case
prosecuted.
Not a word was ever said to the
victim before the trial, either by
the prosecutor or . any of the
others he so patiently had contact
with in his effort to receivejustice legally . for an attack
which could have ended his life
prematurely, a criminal act by a
criminal.
What does this mean to the
citizens of this community?
First, some of the members of
the legal apparauts in this
community are incompetent, and
their incompetence will --not be
confined to handling of coUege
students' cases; it wUl affect you,
the people who elect officials and
pay them.
Second, the court itself can be
swayed to deny you the justice
which the innocent victims of
criminals deserve and should
demand. Therefore,, if any of you
ever are attacked by a criminal
from behind, and are lucky
enough to survive, do not bother
to try for justice in the court in
this town.
Instead, forgive you assailant,
it will save you, the taxpayer, a
lot of money. If you don't feel like
Legislation
those in authority wished to
punish someone, he said in
reply to a question.
Pat Dutcher, chairman of the
current Issues Committee (CIQ
introduced Mr. Wilkinson,
CIC's first speaker this quar-
ter. His stop in Wooster is
part of a 14-da-y, 9 state trip.
He distributed two leaflets at
the outset of his talk. At the
conclusion he took names of
people wishing to be placed
on the organization's mailing
list.
(CPS)-Num- ber 15,007,034 has
rolled off the assembly line
in Germany and has at the
same time rolled the Ford
Model T off of holding the
record for being the "most-bui- lt
single car in the world."
The Model T was built from
1908 to 1927 and was the car
that rocketed the automobile
to such importance in the in-
dividual American's life.
The Volkswagen, "Peoples'
car", was built in 1938 when
Hitler desired a small family
car which would do for
Germans what the Model T
had done for the Americans.
The subject of many jokes
when it first appeared in Amer-
ica, Volkswagens now line
every street in the land, and
the company has factories in
Germany, Brazil and Mexico,
with assembly plants in fif-
teen other countries.
letting such outlaws run free to
attack you friends and neighbors,
or even yourself again, get you
own club, or buy a gun, and get
that justice which you so rightly
deserve on your own.
As long as criminals are
pampered and offered loopholes
to justice by incompetent courts
and liberal laws and judges who
help these laws aid lawlessness,
men will have to protect them-
selves.
The best way to give the people
justice is for the people to rid this
city, this state and this great
nation of ours of the liberal
elements which threaten the
security'of our land and the way
of life which is supposed to
provide all law-abidi- ng people
freedom and justice.
America is here because a
majority of the people want law
and freedom. The lawless
minority, the criminals, should
lose their freedoms and rights as
citizens and this is what the law is
for.
Only the majority of us can
keep America free by ridding the
nation of liberalism in courts of
law. Criminals no longer have
rights, they have privileges in
these courts, even in Wooster.
Sincerely,
Warren J. Noonan
Student member of the
Community
College of Wooster
Student
Trustees
WASHINGTON, D.C(CPS)
A resolution calling for stu-
dent membership on college
and university governing
boards has passed the Senate
as an amendment to the multi
--billion dollar higher educa-
tion bill.
The amendment, instigated
by the National Student Lobby
and sponsored by Sen. Fred
Harris (D.-Okla- .), passed by
a 66-2-8 vote Feb. 29. It
took the form of a "sense of
the Congress" resolution.
The amendment proposes
that every board have at
least one student with full
membership rights chosen by
the student body, and calls
for a status report in one
year by the Secretary of
Health, Education and We-
lfare.
The National Student
Lobby was set up last sum
--mer by four students from
the University of California.
The lobbying effort for the
amendment included a mass
mailing to the nation's 2,500
student governments.
Far out tops just in at
the BODY SHOP
e
Names like Truth & Soul,
Himalaya, Zap, Steve Gee, Wfaverly Mills, &
Jones.
"The Best for the Leatt"
OBERLIN, Ohio (CPS) --
The attempted recruitment of
black students at Oberlin
College for regular employ-
ment in the Central Intel-
ligence Agency produced the
first mass meeting in over
.
two years on the campus last
week as students discussed
administration secretiveness
in setting up the "career
counseling" session.
The recruiting session was
held as planned in a hotel
near the campus, with 55
Oberlin black students in
attendance.
Immediately prior to the
Feb. 25 incident, 300 stu-
dents gathered in Wilder Hall
Main Lounge to discuss pos-
sible action against the CIA
presence, and the adminis-
tration's failure to inform the
student body that CIA re-
cruiters were discussing em--
. ployment opportunities with
black students.
The meeting produced no
agreement, but a feeling pre-
vailed that black students
"
should have the opportunity
to confront CIA representa-
tives on their organization's
support of African regimes
that oppress blacks.
Oberlin Associate Provost
William Davis told the Ober-
lin Review that although the
college could have refused
all cooperation with the CIA,
Fuch a policy would not have
been effective in keeping the
agency actually out of Ober-
lin.
Asserting that fears about
newly-recruit- ed student agenfe
hired by the CIA are groun-
dless, he "could not say with
certainty that the CIA re-
cruiters have not been here
already." The CIA has not
held formal interviews in
Oberlin for at least five
years.
.V.'.V.".,..V.,.V.' ..."..".".v.
Davis explained that allow-
ing the CIA to come to Ober-
lin would give "students an
opportunity to verbally con-
front the CIA." The Oberlin
black student organization
agreed in principle with
Davis' views.
Davis continued, "the CIA
doesn't hesitate to infiltrate
groups like the Black Pan-
thers and Students for a Dem-
ocratic Society, to subvert
them,, there's no reason that
radical Oberlin students cantjoin, the CIA to try to change
its course."
WASHINGTON, D.C (CPS)
Draft chief Curtis W. Tan-se- t
in motion the first use of
the Uniform National Call
last week when he instructed
local boards to issue induc-
tion orders to "1972 prime in-
duction candidates with lot-
tery numbers 1 through 15...
with reporting dates from mid
--April through May 31.
The Uniform National Call
means that all eligible males
with these lottery numbers
will be drafted.
The introduction of the Uni-
form National Call signals
completion of the government's
year-lon- g effort to centralize
the administration of the draft.
The new procedure also
affects Conscientious Objec-
tors, who will receive notices
that they have 60 days to
find suitable alternate ser-
vice jobs, or be assigned tojobs by the Selective Ser-
vice. r jOther aspects of the cen-
tralization of draft adminis-
tration include the compu-
terization of draft records
in the Draft's computer, and
administering of CO's on the
state level.
ONE HOUR MARTINIZING
.
One Hour Cleaning :
Jfn J4urrtfl Until 4 p.m. Doily
Shirt Service Included!
Booster's One Hour Cleaner's
1855 Beall-Colle- ge Hills Shopping Confer
Next to Sears
P"": 262-665- 1Daily -- 8 cm. to 8 p. in Sat .8 to 6 p.m. :j
oooooooooooooooooooooooooox
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; DELICATESSEN R
PAFE3ACK EOCXS MAGAZINES tt
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BEFORE AND AFTER Fighting Scots baseball players Carl
Gondola (left) and Doug Dye model Wooster's old and the new
uniforms. The new one, worn by Gondola, is in the knitted
style used by the Pittsburgh Pirates
Woo Bat - Girls
Add A Little Glamor
A new look is coming to
Wooster baseball Saturday.
Bat girls will make their de-
but as the Fighting Scots
take on Heidelberg in an after-
noon doubleheader starting at
1:30.
The 5 lovelies who will be
handing out bats to the Fight-
ing Soots and their opponents,
are Miss Sue Anderson, Miss
Arlie Cope, Miss Marianne
Montero, Miss Pat Poole, and
Miss Robin Reid.
Coach Roger Welsh said in
the past it was his belief that
bat girls tended to deter ball- -
.
players from concentration.
But Coach Welsh explained
his change in thinking.
"We face it on the road.
We want to be prepared for it.
We want to work on it at home?,
he said. Later he added he
hoped the girls would wear
hot pants since one of the
purposes of the bat girls was
to add a little glamor to Base-
ball games.
Let's hope at least the Scots
keep their eyes on the base-
ball Saturday.
VOICE Pag Seven
Links Invitational Tomorrow
Eleven Schools To Compete
An impressive field of 11 colleges and
universities will be at L. C Boles MemorialGolf Course tomorrow for the Fourth Annual
Wooster Invitational golf tournament which
kicks-o- f f the Scots' 1972 regular varsity sea-
son.
The first grouping of Cleveland State,
Oberlin, Ohio Northern and Bladwin-Walla-ce
tees-o- ff at 11:30 a.m.. Group II of Kent State,
Kenyon, Ashland and Marietta at 12:12 p.m.
and the third set of Youngstown State, Gannon(Pa.), and Wooster starts at 12:54 p.m. The
public is invited.
Kent State is the defending champ having
defeated nine opponents in last year's Wooster
Invitational which was run as a 10-w- ay dual
match.
This year, tourney director Bob Nye has
altered the set-u- p to make it into an entirely
medal play tournament. All six scores on
each team will count and comprise the team
SPORTS CALENDAR
TOMORRO-W-
Baseball vs. Heidelberg (2),
1:30 p.m. HERE
Tennis vs. Mercy hurst,
1:30 p.m. HERE
Lacrosse vs. Notre Dame,
2:00 p.m. HERE
Golf-- --Wooster Invitational,
11:30 a.m. HERE
Track-- --Hiram and Heidelberg
AWAY
TUESDAY-Baseb- all
vs. Hiram HERE
Tennis vs. Marietta HERE
Track vs. Marietta HERE
Golf vs. Kent State & B.G.
AWAY
IT)
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TERRIBLE TRIO Tri-Capta- ins Dave Copeland, John Weaver and Phil Anson (1 to r) are ready
to go after a repeat performance against Notre Dame in the lacrosse home opener tomorrow.
total. Teamc will be ranked according to the
total score.
Wooster's captain and No. 1 golfer JimHodges will be in Texas for a scholarshipinterview over the weekend so the Scots' line-
up will be shifted up one notch. Paul Abbey
will play at one, followed by Gary Welshhans
at two and Scott Bair at three. All three arejunior two-ye- ar lettermen.
Three newcomers will fill the bottom threepositions. Freshman Mike McKeon is at No. 4,
sophomore John Kneen is at five and freshman
Jeff Wiles is at the sixth slot.
The well-ke- pt Boles course is quite play-
able, considering the weather. The greens are
in fine shape and playing fast.
"Potentially we should be able to play atleast even with anyone," Nye remarked. The
Scots finished third last year. "If we can
keep a sound mental attitude this should be a
banner year."
Fighting Scots
vs.
Fighting Irish
Tomorrow at 2:00 p.m. the Wooster "Fighting Scots" la-
crosse team opens its season against the "Fighting Irish" of
Notre Dame. This game marks the second meeting of these
two clubs and first time that an Irish team has visited the
Wooster campus.
In a game that wasn't decided until the second half Wooster
opened last season with a 6-- 3 victory over Notre Dame. Tomor-
row's game may determine how the Scots will do in 1972.
Although Wooster was 1-- 3-1 in their Spring trip to Maryland
they show indications of being able to repeat their fine 8-- 3
record of last season. With the loss of eleven seniors from
last year's team this has been a rebuilding year for coaches
Frank Cooke and Pat O'Brien.
In front of senior goalie Dave Cop el and will be an entirely
new defense, Lettermen John McCosky and Russ Oechsle wi 11
see action along with John Timken, Dave Drake, and Maine
prep-scho- ol standout Jim Robinson.
John Weaver, Lou Trevisan, and Tom Price are the only
returning lettermen at midfield. However, standouts from last
year's J. V. team Dave Ridgway, Ron Middleton, Scott Barber,
and Joe Sprague will be making their presence known. Bill
Derbyshire, Jamie Thomas, and Terry Schmidt are three
freshmen who add depth to the squad and should be names to
remember.
The attack lost only one senior last year. The Anson
brothers, Scott Anderson, and Dave Field gate should be able
to handle this position.
With this team the Scots should be able to take care of the
Notre Dame stickmen in preparation for next week's game
against Denison.
Scots Down Lords
Meet Mercyhurst
The snows came Tuesday
and for the second time this
season Wooster's tennis team
had to cancel a match.
But this time, perhaps, it
was a break on the positive
side.
The Scots' captain and No.
3 man Bob Farrance sprained
his right ankle two days be-
fore the scheduled bout with
Ohio Conference foe Kenyon
and was a doubtful starter.
By tomorrow's match against
Mercyhurst, Farrance should
be ready for action. .
Sophomore sensations Frank
.Carleton and Rick Ellsworth
BULLETIN
Wooster's varisty tennis team
was the first spring sports
squad to crack the weather
barrier as the Scots played and
defeated Kenyon, 7--2, Wednes-
day at Hard Memorial Courts.
Sophomores Frank Carleton
and Seth Taylor, senior Bob
Farrance and junior Jim Nelson
will be in the first two slots
against the Pennsylvania
school. Both are defending
Ohio Conference champions.
Sophomore Seth Taylor, junior
Jim Nelson and freshman Mark
Worford will be at the four,
five and six positions.
At the second and third
doubles spots, Wooster will
have two righty-left- y combi-
nations in Taylor and Ells-- --
worth and Nelson and Worford.
Farrance and Carleton will
start at one weather
were all double winners
against the Lords while Rick
Ellsworth and Mark Worford
registered doubles triumphs.
The netters.' foe tomorrow at
1:30 p.m. at the Hard Courts
has yet to lose a match in the
history of the school. Mercy-
hurst turned co-e-d last year
and the school's first varsity
tennis squad went undefeated.
Pog Eight
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odd DBftGlte toys dtomfft
Some inner-cit- y ghettos have special schools. For little
boys who don't talk.
Not mute little boys. But children so withdrawn, so afraid
of failure, they cannot make the slightest attempt to do any-
thing at which they might fail.
Some don't talk. Some don't listen. Most don't behave. And '
all of them don't learn.
One day someone asked us to help.
Through Kodak, cameras and film were distributed to
teachers. The teachers gave the cameras to the kids and told
them to take pictures.
And then the miracle. Little boys who had never said any-
thing, looked at the pictures and began to talk. They said
"This is my house." "This is my dog." "This is where I like
to hide." They began to explain, to describe, to communicate.
And once the channels of communication had been opened,
they began to learn.
We're helping the children of the inner-cit- y. And we're
also helping the adults. We're involved in inner-cit- y job pro-
grams. To train unskilled people in useful jobs.
What does Kodak stand to gain from this? Well, we're
showing how our products can help a teacher and maybe
ereating a whole new market. And we're also cultivating
young customers who will someday buy their own cameras
and film. But more than that, we're cultivating alert,du-cate- d
citizens. Who will someday be responsible for our society.
After all, our business depends on our society. So we care
what happens to it.
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More than a business.
